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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
This article has an interesting topic. Authors compared the CV safety of linagliptin and gliclazide in patients with T2DM. Although authors could not find any comparative study for the risk of hypoglycemia between Gliclazide and Linagliptin, the analysis showed gliclazide had shown similar glycemic efficacy and 50% lesser risk of hypoglycemic compared to Glimepiride, and gliclazide can be considered as glucose lowering drugs that can be given safely in T2DM patients with CVD or at high risk of CVD. The topic has delivered promising clinical message and should be of great interest to the readers. It can cause us to concern the effects of SUs on the treatment of diabetes with CV. The submission is worthy of publication.
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The authors narratively reviewed glicla vs lina regarding beneficial cardiovascular effects. The study is of importance in clinical practice. But, the study benefit is questionable as dSU are significantly less used in CV patients.
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After the revision, the quality of the manuscript has been significantly improved, and there is still a suggestion for revision, which is worth considering.  1) It is not necessary to extract the statistical value when quoting others' results and/or conclusions as evidence. Moreover, most original articles have statistical differences set as "P<0.05 (very few are also set at P<0.01)". Therefore, as a review manuscript, it is best to delete the P value without uniform text.  2) Please note that in the manuscript I saw (78886_Auto_Edited), only 10 references were attached, while 60 references were cited.